iraq fires 10 Scud missiles at Saudi Arabia

RIYADH, Saudi Arabia (AP) — Iraq fired 10 Scud missiles into Saudi Arabia in two separate volleys late Sunday and early Monday, but Patriot missiles destroyed all but one, U.S. officials said. They said the 10th landed harmlessly in water.

At least one missile hit Riyadh, the Saudi capital, damaging a building and destroying homes in a neighborhood. It was unclear whether it was a Scud that evaded the Patriot defenses or a Patriot that went awry.

"I don't have any information" about a Patriot misfire, Air Force Lt. Col. Mike Gallagher said at a briefing here.

Four Scud rockets were fired at Riyadh in an intense barrage just before 1 a.m. Monday, and heavily damaged a warehouse near a fence he said he be seen in the clouds, where Patriot missiles were apparently intercepting the rockets. Gallagher said the fence is a Scud missile."

All four were shot down by Patriots, Gallagher said.

About three hours earlier, three Scud missiles were fired toward southern Iraq, but they were destroyed by five Patriot rockets fired from the military base in Dhahran, 225 miles northeast of Riyadh, U.S. officials said.

Later, at about the same time as the Riyadh attack, three Scud missiles were fired at or near Dhahran, Gallagher said. He said two were hit by Patriots and one fell harmlessly into the Persian Gulf.

It was the heaviest barrage of Scuds fired at Saudi Arabia since the war began Thursday and, along with the missile firings at Israel on Friday and early Saturday, demonstrated Iraq's ability to keep some of its offensive capability in tact in the face of massive air attacks by U.S. and allied forces.

In a radio address to his people earlier Sunday, Iraqi President Saddam Hussein had declared that his nation would be fighting back with "all the means and potential God has given us."

The U.S. command has said its planes have been tracking down mobile Scud launchers and knocking them out one by one. But French military officials have suggested as many as 20 may remain.

Gen. H. Norman Schwarzkopf, overall U.S. Commander, was asked Sunday how much of a threat remained from the Scuds.

"That's very much open to interpretation," he said. "There's never a 100 percent guarantee that one of them isn't going to somehow get through and hit someplace where they do more damage than they've done to us in the past." That both rocket attacks occurred at dusk and set off air raid sirens that forced people in two of Saudi Arabia's largest cities to scramble for shelter and put on gas masks and, in some cases, chemical protection suits.

There was no indication that either volley of Scuds contained chemical weapons, but Saddam has repeatedly vowed to fire them at his enemies.

"At approximately 12:54 a.m. local time, as many as six Scuds were launched toward Riyadh," the central command said in the brief statement. AP correspondent Richard Pyle said he heard at least a dozen explosions within 90 seconds. One particularly powerful explosion was felt at the Bayt Regency Hotel in Riyadh, across the street from the Saudi
Troops need their country's support

"This will not be another Vietnam," promised President following the U.S. attack on Iraq. It's difficult, however, to believe George Bush's words in light of the similarities between the Vietnam War and the war in the Gulf.

Like Vietnam, the citizens of America have been divided in their support of war. Like Vietnam, many lives may be lost in battle. Like Vietnam, the citizens may be drafted to serve in a war they don't believe in. Like Vietnam, thousands of citizens are exercising their right to demonstrate for or against the war. Like Vietnam, we may once again send the wrong message to our soldiers fighting in the Gulf.

Everyone would like to see an end to the war in the Gulf with minimal loss of lives. However, several violent protests over the weekend sent out a confusing message—Isn't a violent demonstration for peace a contradiction?

It appears that the lesson of Vietnam has been forgotten: the soldiers did not start with me for a long time. After a moment of cheering while the National Anthem was displayed signs like: "We Support Our All-Stars in the Gulf." The message and others like it will ring loud and clear to our troops. As college students, we too can send messages of support to troops in the Gulf. There are already signs hanging out of dorm room windows and yellow ribbons scattered around the campus.

One reader suggested we send Valentine Cards to the troops. The address is the following: Any service member, Operation Desert Storm, APO New York 09864-0006 (for land-based units) or 09866-0006 (for Naval units or Marines serving on ships.) Postage is the same as for a card in the States.

As the media continues to focus on activity on college campuses, hopefully Notre Dame and Saint Mary's can distinguish themselves as schools where support for the troops in all demonstrations concerning the Gulf War in the Middle East. We can and must do our part to ensure that this war is not another Vietnam.
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Anti-abortion referendum defeated in Corpus Christi

CORPUS CHRISTI, Texas (AP) — The resounding defeat of a charter amendment declaring that "human life begins at conception" shows that Americans don't want City Hall interfering with personal beliefs, opponents said Sunday.

The "Human Family Amendment" had weighed support among abortion opponents, including Roman Catholic Bishop Rene Gracida, in this heavily Hispanic city whose name is Latin for "body of Christ."

But 62 percent of the 30,007 residents who cast votes in Saturday's referendum opposed the measure. About 24 percent of the city's registered voters cast ballots.

"I think it's a very strong message to those people that they've got to stop trying to cram their religious beliefs down our throats via government," said Nan Pilling, president of the city's League of Women Voters.

"No one wants City Hall to be telling us what we believe," echoed Helen Wilk, treasurer of the Human Family Committee.

"We felt that this was a statement of personal belief based on religious interpretation, and while anyone has the right to hold that belief, it has no place in a document that governs the citizens of the community," Mrs. Wilk said.

The proposed amendment to the city charter would have had no force of law. But opponents worried it would be used to promote city ordinances regulating abortion.

Drawing on language from the Declaration of Independence, the initiative spelled out rights that apply to "all members of the human family, regardless of age, development, physical or mental condition, race, or national origin."

It concluded that "human life begins at conception and continues until natural death."

The referendum was placed on the ballot through a petition last summer organized by Tracy Cassidy, a 30-year-old lawyer and chairwoman of the Human Family Committee.

Mrs. Cassidy has said the amendment was meant to merely be a statement of principle. "She didn't return calls to her offices Sunday.

The bishop was among the first to sign the petition last summer, and urged parishioners to support it. In less than two weeks, the petition obtained more than the required 5,600 signatures.

Gracida has excommunicated two abortion clinic employees and a doctor who performs abortions in this Gulf Coast city of nearly 300,000.

Some abortion rights activists have said all who voted against the measure don't necessarily favor a woman's right to abortion.

"But I think it also speaks to the concern that difficult decisions about when life begins and ends are left to individuals, not governing bodies," said Amanda Stukenberg, president of South Texans For Choice, an abortion rights group. "That is the pro-choice belief."

The Human Family Committee's scare tactics were made even more repulsive via govern­ment. They've got to stop trying to draw in­dustry from the city."
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Gracida has excommunicated two abortion clinic employees and a doctor who performs abortions in this Gulf Coast city of nearly 300,000.

Some abortion rights activists have said all who voted against the measure don't necessarily favor a woman's right to abortion.

"But I think it also speaks to the concern that difficult decisions about when life begins and ends are left to individuals, not governing bodies," said Amanda Stukenberg, president of South Texans For Choice, an abortion rights group. "That is the pro-choice belief."

The Human Family Committee's scare tactics were made even more repulsive via government. They've got to stop trying to draw industry from the city.
Johnson named to professorship

Walter Johnson, a member of the Notre Dame faculty since 1958, was named the Frank M. Freimann professor of physics, according to Timothy O'Meara, "His is an exceptional appointment to a distinguished chair," O'Meara said. Johnson, who received his undergraduate and graduate education at the University of Michigan, is a theorist studying weak interaction in atomic physics. He and his Notre Dame co-investigator, Jon Sapirstein, associate professor of physics, lead the only group of scientists studying this matter in the United States. He is also one of only four people in the world engaging in theory in this area of physics. Johnson began his career at the University of Michigan as an instructor for a year before coming to Notre Dame. During his long tenure at the University he has served a visiting professor or guest scientist at Harvard College Observatory; the Paris Observatory in Meudon, France; Argonne National Laboratory; and the University of Frankfurt in Frankfurt, Germany. He is a fellow of the American Physical Society and served as chairman in 1988 of the organization's division of atomic, molecular and optical physics. From 1982 to 1985 Johnson served as chairman of the Department of Physics. Since 1985, he has been the principal investigator in National Science Foundation-supported theoretical studies of weak interaction in atomic physics. From 1971 to 1985, he was the principal investigator in NSF-supported theoretical studies of quantum electrodynamics related to processes in atomic and nuclear physics. During his Notre Dame career, Johnson directed the dissertation of 14 doctoral students.

The Frank M. Freimann Chair in physics is underwritten by the Freimann Charitable Trust of Fort Wayne, Ind., and honors the late president of the Magnavox Co., Frank Freimann Freimann was chief executive officer of Magnavox for 18 years until his death in 1968. He served on Notre Dame's Advisory Council for Science and Engineering and a donated a prominent sum of $100,000 as one among many of his gifts to the University. The funds were utilized in construction of the Hesburgh Library.

In addition to the Freimann chair in physics, there are four other Freimann chairs at the University, all in the College of Engineering.

Morocco

said it was definitely present in Mauritania.

Leege spoke of the Baathist argument regarding linkage. This puts the Israeli occupation on the same plane as the Iraqi occupation of Kuwait. "It is easy to forget that the circumstances were very different," he said. "Israel was attacked and acted defensively, but Iraq was the aggressor in regards to Kuwait. The whole idea of Saddam standing up for the Palestinians is pretty ridiculous," Legege said. "It is just one more example of how the Palestinians have been taken advantage of by many different Arab countries that seize them at the moment they need them and let them go when they are no longer needed," he said.

In reference to the Israeli occupation, Legege said, "it should not be linked to the problem of Kuwait, which is basically Saddam's own bid to gain more economic and political power." However, Legege said both situations must be resolved. "I think U.S. policy could be more supportive of a Palestinian set-up that may be one of the outcomes of the whole thing," he said.

"That has some very serious far-reaching consequences that many people have not considered," he said. "That some very serious consequences that many people have not considered," he said. Mauritania's pro-Saddam leanings do not necessarily color Legege's humanitarian feelings. While we should not necessarily be helping out military governments which are oppressing their people, he said, small development projects that dig wells or build schools are basic human needs. Eventually, Legege said he hopes to return to Mauritania and continue his work.

The Observer is currently accepting applications for the paid positions of Asst. Viewpoint Editor, Viewpoint Copy Editor. If interested, please submit an outline of your class schedule and a one-page personal statement to Michelle Dall at The Observer by 5 p.m., Tuesday, Jan. 22.
McDermott lectures at SMC focusing on sexual abuse

By ANNA MARIE TABOR
Assistant Saint Mary's Editor

Child sexual abuse is a prevalent problem, affecting one out of four girls and one out of five boys. With the average age of victims being 8-11 years old, victims are in a prime position to be threatened, scared, and isolated so that the "secret" is not divulged.

These and other startling facts were presented by a local specialist, Melissa McDermott, A.C.S.W., who has worked in the field for six years. In the first of two lectures at Saint Mary's, McDermott spoke to students about the facts and signals to identify abused children.

"Most children will tell non-family members about abuse," McDermott said. Therefore, teachers and day care workers must be especially alert to indicators of abuse, she said.

A myth that only physical contact constitutes sexual abuse was dispelled by McDermott when she posted a lengthy roster of "Hands-Off" offenses. It included verbal innuendo, propositioning, exhibitionism, obscene phone calls, viewing, voyeurism, and pornography.

To give the students a sense of the anger, fear, and discomfort McDermott said that children feel when they tell someone that they are a victim, she had everyone write down a sentence McDermott said that children trust their parents, and don't think that they would do anything wrong, McDermott said.

McDermott stressed the necessity of believing children when they report abuse. An especially tough problem arises when it occurs in the home (60% of molestations) because parents can either deny or encourage it for various reasons, she said.

"Children trust their parents," and don't think that they would do anything wrong, McDermott said.

McDermott gave two formal definitions of child abuse. The legal one states that a person under sixteen years of age cannot give consent for the sexual act. From the social perspective, she said, abuse is the use of a child for the sexual gratification of the offender.

McDermott gets her cases from agencies or direct calls. She said, "I go on my gut feelings (with a client). I'd rather be wrong than fail to recognize a problem." McDermott works with offenders as well as victims. "Child offenders are not all dirty old men," according to McDermott. "71% are under 35 years old."

According to McDermott, an important point to remember is that the extent and type of sexual abuse (physical or non-physical) doesn't relate to the seriousness of the response needed. "People have the tendency to say one child's case is worse than another's because one experienced more, but the guilt, shame, and fear are there. The feelings are the same."

McDermott stressed the necessity of believing children when they report abuse. An especially tough problem arises when it occurs in the home (60% of molestations) because parents can either deny or encourage it for various reasons, she said.

"Children trust their parents," and don't think that they would do anything wrong, McDermott said.

The Observer/Marguerite Schropp
Melissa McDermott, A.C.S.W., lists forms of sexual harassment and urges that parents and teachers be able to recognize child abuse in its early stages. The lecture was held at Saint Mary's College Friday.
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RIGA, U.S.S.R. (AP) — Soviet "black beret" commandos attacked Latvian police headquarters Sunday night and occupied parts of the building, Latvian officials said. They reported four people killed and nine wounded.

Gunfire and explosions continued into the night in Latvia’s capital of Riga. All Latvian police were ordered to take up arms and defend other government buildings. Latvian television reported.

The attack by troops of the Soviet Interior Ministry began at about 9:06 p.m., as red and white tracer bullets lighted up downtown Riga. An automobile burst into flames next to the Latvian Interior Ministry, which controls the Baltic republic’s police and is loyal to the separatist government.

The assault came a week after Soviet tanks attacked the main broadcast center in the Lithuanian capital of Vilnius, killing 14 people and wounding more than 200.

The central government in Moscow has been pressuring the Baltic republics of Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia to nullify separate declarations passed last year by their democratically elected parliaments. The three, independent states between the world wars, were forcibly annexed by the Soviet Union in 1940.

In Washington, the White House called the Riga developments "deeply troubling." White House spokesman Bill Harlow reiterated the Bush administration’s call for a peaceful resolution to the Baltic problem.

A member of a Latvian documentary film crew, Andres Slapins, was killed and his colleague Gvido Zvaigzne was wounded Sunday night, parliamentary spokesman Karlis Freibergs said.

The parliament’s press office reported four people in all were killed and nine wounded.

The Soviet military commander for the Baltic military district, Col. Gen. Fyodor Kuzmin, demanded on Jan. 14 that Latvian police turn in their arms.

Black berets, special units of the Soviet Interior Ministry, briefly occupied a Latvian precinct station and raided a police school for arms last week.

Soviet commandos attack Latvian police, killing four
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A Tomahawk cruise missile launch lights the night sky and the deck of the USS Wisconsin early Friday morning. The Wisconsin has launched more than 100 Tomahawks against Iraqi positions.

LONDON (AP) — Churches across Britain were filled with prayers Sunday for the British hostages in Lebanon, including Church of England envoy Terry Waite who was beginning his fifth year in captivity.

Archbishop of Canterbury Robert Runcie prayed for his 51-year-old envoy during a service at Canterbury Cathedral.

"Remember Terry and all hostages cut off from those whom they love and from the bonds of human friendship. Support them in their loneliness and need," Runcie said.

Runcie told the British Broadcasting Corp. that the Persian Gulf war may increase the hostages’ chances for release.

"Turbulence might make people harder and more protective of any change in attitude. In the other hand, turbulence might loosen things up a bit," he said.

However, a Shiite Muslim source in Lebanon, familiar with the thinking of the hostage-holding factions, said last week: "You don’t expect anyone to give the British or the Americans a reward by releasing any of the hostages at a time they are attacking an Arab country."
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NEW YORK (AP) - The United States and its wealthy allies are preparing a united effort to keep the war in the Middle East from threatening world financial markets into turmoil. The commitment will include a pledge to send billions from national treasuries if necessary to stabilize the currency against other major currencies.

Calming jittery financial markets was just one of the tasks facing finance ministers and central bank presidents from the United States, Japan, Germany, Britain, France, Italy and Canada as they gathered Sunday for two days of discussions.

High on the U.S. agenda was obtaining further commitments from Japan and Germany to shoulder a bigger share of the costs of the Persian Gulf war. The failure of those two nations to pick up more of the tab has been a major irritant with Congress and, unless resolved, could spill over into areas such as trade.

Before the formal sessions got underway with a dinner Sunday night, Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady met with Japanese Finance Minister Yosato Hashimoto to discuss the situation in the Persian Gulf.

Asked afterwards whether the Japanese had committed to boosting their financial support for the allied effort, Brady responded, "They said they would do their share" but he refused to provide any specifics.

A Japanese official, who spoke to reporters on condition that his name not be used, said no specific dollar figures were mentioned in the Brady-Hashimoto meeting. But the official did not rule out the possibility that the Japanese would announce a new support package for the war effort when the finance ministers conclude their discussions Monday.

A Japanese Finance Minister Michael Wilson said he expected the discussions would focus on ways to keep the war from disrupting the global economy.

"We are not looking at what the impact of the gulf war could be," he said. "We are concerned mainly on our economies and on the expectations in financial markets.

In particular, the leaders are searching for ways to make sure the recessions facing the United States, Britain and Canada do not become severe enough to trigger a global downturn.

But the overriding issue confronting finance officials will be the impact of the Persian Gulf war on the global economy. So far, the news on world financial markets has been good, with stock prices rising and the dollar and other currencies remaining relatively stable.

However, the concern is what might happen if there is a period of war developments are not so favorable.

Banks refuse Eastern paychecks; soldiers stranded en route to war

ATLANTA (AP) — Banks and stock exchanges refused to accept payroll checks from the cash paychecks of Eastern Airlines employees while some military personnel trying to report for duty in the Midwest were stiffly stranded after the carrier's shutdown.

"I have a wife, two kids, a baby on the way and no money," Eastern employee William Brown said after a check-cashing store refused to pay his $491.44 payroll check. "This is just ridiculous."

The 62-year-old airline abruptly stopped service at midnight Friday, after almost two years in U.S. Bankruptcy Court. It owes more than $3 billion in debt and had been ravaged by logging business.

After the shutdown, the airline's top-appointed bankruptcy trustee, Martin Shugrue Jr., said financially qualified investors or buyers had expressed interest in buying Eastern assets.

Bank South Corp. and First Union National Bank said they would only accept payroll checks from Miami-based Eastern for deposit, placing them on hold to see whether they clear.

"There is absolutely no reason why banks should not be cashing checks other than just plain ignorance," said Martin's spokeswoman Karen Geremask.

"There is cash to back every paycheck written out there. All existing and current Eastern checks are good. We are still under Chap­ter 11."

Representatives for Trust Company and Citizens and Southern banks said they wanted to determine whether payroll checks were covered by Eastern's Chapter 11 protection before accepting them.

"Because of the timing, we don't have all the information we need," said bank spokesman Scott Scribner. "If the trustee is saying the money is there, we will honor the checks."

Delta Air Lines at Hartford International Airport on Saturday refused to honor Eastern checks, said Navy Lt. Cmdr. Lynn Nicolai, a Delta spokesman. "They told us our tickets are not valid," Nicolai said. "We will honor the government-issued tickets.

"On top of all the other pressures and worries of this war and having to leave my little daughter, I have to face this," the nurse said.

Delta spokesman William Berry said if the Eastern ticket was not accepted by the government, it should have been accepted.

But while Delta was allowing American in the middle of an Eastern flight to continue, Delta would not accept tickets held by people beginning their trips, Berry said.

In Florida, state Labor Secretary Frank Scruggs predicted Sunday that Eastern's shutdown would eventually put 10,000 to 14,000 Florida residents out of work and cost the state about $40 million in worker's compensation.

Florida Gov. Lawton Chiles, anticipating a rush of workers filing for unemployment bene­fits, ordered the opening of two temporary job centers in the Miami area, Scruggs said.

About 7,000 of Eastern's 18,000 employees work in the south Florida area, most of them at the airline's headquarters at Miami International Airport.

State gas supply remains adequate; experts optimistic about future prices

Indianapolis (AP) — Indiana oil marketers said Saturday that the state had plenty of gasoline and were hopeful that retail prices would soon follow the plummeting prices for crude oil.

Prices for light sweet crude oil dropped $1.56 to $21.44 per barrel Thursday on the New York Mercantile Ex­change, and there was no sig­nificant damage reported to oil production facilities in the Per­sian Gulf.

"We're pleased that there are no disruptions at this time," said Amy Stewart, director of the Office of Oil and Gas at the Indiana Department of Commerce.

Stewart and Jerry Hausner, di­rector of the Federal Energy Agency, met Thursday with representatives of Indiana's oil marketers, truck stops, service stations and other industry officials.

"They told us that everything seems fine," Stewart said.

"We would certainly hope that as the price of crude plummeted, the price of whole­sale and retail also will plum­met," Stewart said. "An in­crease in prices is what most of us are afraid of, but it looks like what we're going to see is some decreases."

Most major oil companies had pledged to freeze prices in the event of war, but some dealers rose them anyway. In Fort Wayne, for example, prices went up between 5 cents and 8 cents a gallon in the 12 hours after the first bombs fell on Baghdad.

Gas retailers did not know what to expect.

Neil Pickett, who follows Middle East issues at the Hudson Institute, a conservative policy research center in Indiana, said oil markets were very anxious before the war because of uncertainties about the Iraqi's ability to attack.

"If things continue to go as well as they have been, especially if it becomes clear the Iraqis have lost their ability to attack Saudi Arabia successfully, the prognosis is for lower prices, which would quickly translate into lower prices at the gasoline pump," Pickett said.

"Oil is way down, stocks are way up. What could be better?"

Rep. Phil Sharp, D-Ind. and chairman of the House sub­committee on energy and power, said the decision by the U.S. and other oil-consuming nations to sell strategic oil reserves accelerated crude oil's plunge. The U.S. Strategic Petroleum Reserve contains 660 million barrels of crude in underground salt caverns in Louisiana and Texas.
King's widow calls for peace

"It is 1991, we have to work closer together, to protest and speak out more often until preparing for education is a greater priority in the nation that they are preparing for war," Mrs. King said in the annual "State of the Dream" address. She urged the audience to work together to end the war, calling it "a war to end wars." Mrs. King's birthday, which will be recognized by a federal holiday on Monday, is set for Jan. 15.

About 30 Ku Klux Klan members marched in Blacksburg, Va., to protest the holiday. A handful of Klan members were pelting eggs and snowballs as they showed up for a similar planned rally at the State Capital in Albany, N.Y.

"It takes courage and wisdom to prevent us from being sucked into the cycle of retaliation," she said, "and I hope and pray that Israel will be able to continue to exercise restraint."

She stressed that the opposition was "against the war, not the warriers."

Those fighting are family, friends and neighbors who want most of all we want them home." Education must be a higher priority as a solution to many of the country's other problems, she said.

Women's roles should be reexamined in light of war in Gulf, experts say

"Peace does not necessarily mean being a wimp, according to Weigert. She cited several examples of peaceful heroes and heroines of the past, such as Jesus Christ, Gandhi, Dorothy Day, Saint Francis, and Jane Addams. Though Weigert admits that data shown prior to this invasion has proven that women were less likely to support a war in this country, Weigert said that educated people today should examine the variables of culture and societal forces more closely.

Fathers tend to say "this is what men have to do," according to Halichak. Women, however, "know what it takes to bring life into the world, I'm not so eager to sacrifice it."

The address is among activities this weekend that add an extra layer of security to the already high-profile 50th annual Martin Luther King Jr. Day. Saint Francis, and Jane Addams.

Though Weigert admits that data shown prior to this invasion has proven that women were less likely to support a war in this country, Weigert said that educated people today should examine the variables of culture and societal forces more closely.

Fathers tend to say "this is what men have to do," according to Halichak. Women, however, "know what it takes to bring life into the world, I'm not so eager to sacrifice it."

The address is among activities this weekend that add an extra layer of security to the already high-profile 50th annual Martin Luther King Jr. Day. Saint Francis, and Jane Addams.
Israel cautious about U.S. help

Jerusalem (AP) — U.S. Army crews had two Patriot missile batteries ready to fire at incoming Iraqi missiles Sunday, but an Israeli army official said they weren't a "military solution" that would ensure Israel's safety.

Israeli officials also insisted the anti-missile missiles wouldn't necessarily keep Israel from retaliating against Iraq, which has sent missiles into the Tel Aviv area twice since the Persian Gulf war began.

"They cannot replace under any circumstances the sacred right of Israel to self-defense," said Yossi Olmert, director of the Government Press Office.

In his first statement since the missile attacks began, Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir told national television that Israel maintained its historic right to defend itself.

But he added, "It doesn't mean that we have to do it without wisdom... without assessing the circumstances."

The prime minister said the danger of missile attacks had not ended, but urged Israelis to try to resume normal life as the British did during Nazi bombing raids in World War II.

The interviews with the captives — three Americans, two Britons, an Italian and a Kuwaiti — were broadcast on Baghdad television. The POWs spoke haltingly as they delivered statements denouncing the allied assault on Iraq. It was not known if they were reading or under duress, but they often paused and used phrases echoing statements often made by Iraq.

The interviews could not be seen in Cyprus. However, Cable News Network and Iranian television monitored the TV broadcast, and CNN broadcast audio excerpts.

The three Americans, all of whom are listed as missing in action, identified themselves as Navy Lt. Jeffrey Zaan, 25, Marine Corps Chief Warrant Officer Guy Hunter, 46, and Marine Lt. Col. Clifford Acree, 39. The U.S. military has said Zaan is from2 Cherry Hill, N.J., Acree is from Oceanside, Calif., and Hunter is from Pendleton, Calif. All three are listed as missing.

The Italian identified himself as Capt. Maurizio Coccodrile. Italy said Coccodrile is missing. Britain has said Flight Lt. Adrian John Nichol and his pilot, Lt. John Gary Peters are missing. One of the POWs, held by Iraq identified himself as Adrian John Nichol, and the other gave his name only as Lt. Peters. Peters' statement was largely inaudible.

The Iraqi News Agency identified the Kuwaiti as Lt. Col. Mohammed Mubarak Sultan Mubarak, a pilot.

**OPERATION DESERT STORM**

**IRAQ BROADCASTS INTERVIEWS WITH ALLIED POWS**

A group of Kent State University students raise an American flag while chanting their support for the United Nations coalition forces in the Persian Gulf during a student gathering on campus Thursday afternoon. Approximately 400 students gathered to attend the rally.

**PRAIRS FILL CHURCHES ON FIRST SUNDAY OF GULF WAR**

(AP) — At church, people prayed for peace and sang rousing songs of patriotism on the first Sunday of the Persian Gulf War. At a football stadium they waved American flags, and outside the United Nations they promised support to Israel.

Clergy around the country offered solace and tried to help make sense of the fighting that many hoped would be brief but now fear could drag on and on.

The Bush administration urged the National Football League to hold its playoff games Sunday as scheduled. New Buffalo, N.Y., the Los Angeles Raiders wore decals of the 33rd Tactical Squadron on their Iraq attacks, its player's brother is a member.

At Candlestick Park in San Francisco, fans waved thousands of flags during the national anthem before the game — some tiny, some needing six people to hold. An anti-war protest planned outside the stadium failed to materialize.

Demonstrations and vigils elsewhere continued, some to show support for President Bush and some to express outrage that the United States sent hundreds of thousands of servicemen and women to fight in the Middle East.

"Some of us have come out in favor. Some have come out opposed. That is all trivial," Father Jerry Wertz told an unusually crowded 8 a.m. Mass at St. Bartholomew's Catholic Church in Long Beach, Calif. "Through our prayers and actions we keep this body together."

In a CNN-Gallup poll taken Thursday and Friday, almost six out of 10 Americans said they have been praying more than usual as a result of the war.

Television evangelist Robert Schuller held three services broadcast nationwide Saturday devoted to "a G.I. Family Prayer" and the raising of a 90-by-60-foot American flag in the sanctuary of the Crystal Cathedral in Garden Grove, Calif.

An overflow crowd at the Washington National Cathedral attended a service originally meant to commemorate the birthday of slain civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr.
Dear Editor,

I woke up this morning and began to think about the things people tend to forget when they are sitting quietly in their homes watching the war from a distance. They forget about the dying. They forget how frightening it must be for Iraqi children to wake up to a black sky. They forget about the 10-year-olds being trained in the use of sub-machine guns. They forget about the children whose good-bye to their husbands for the last time is now?

While we are at home, safely watching the world at war, we must not forget the men, women, and children of both sides who are giving their lives for peace. We must not forget the lives we are protecting. We must not forget why we are there. We are at war. Our brothers and sisters are fighting for the future sons and daughters around the world.

We must remember that peace cannot always be realized through armed conflict. We have a responsibility to keep each other in check, to spread throughout the world the idea of aggression and oppression. We have learned that with great power comes great responsibility. The United States has great power. The Soviet Union has great power. Iraq has great power. The nations with great power have responsibility to keep each other in check. The nations must work with and, if necessary, against, one another to keep the world at peace.

It is indeed frightening and horrifying to go to war. What could be more frightening and horrifying is not to go to war. The Kuwaiti people have undergone unendurable abuse. As a nation of power, we must use our powers to help the oppressed—and halt the progress of aggression.

As American people, we are faced with a delicate situation. We must not forget the men, women, and children of both sides who are giving their lives for peace. We must not forget the lives we are protecting. We must not forget why we are there. We are at war. Our brothers and sisters are fighting for the future sons and daughters of the world.

While we are at home, safely watching the world at war, we must lend our support to those who need it. We must lend our support to the families of those who will die. We must lend support to our children, who will be deadly afraid. We must lend support to our troops, many of whom will die. We must lend our support to our leaders who are under incredible strain facing a nation at war.

Instead of dividing this great nation from within, we must unify it. Our role in the conflict is important. If our troops are going to fight, and they are, we must let them know they are supported at home. People cry out against another "Vietnam." To prevent another Vietnam, our troops need our support, our leaders need our support, and we all need each other.

Kenneth Osgood is in the Freshman Year of Studies.

**LETTERS**

**Hussein's aggressive actions justify fighting for peace**

Dear Editor,

The war in the Persian Gulf has been underway for less than a day as I write this, and the TV news shows well-intentioned people protesting for peace, while going about the wrong way.

Like everyone else, I, too, fervently want peace in the Middle East. I only regret that other people have not realized through armed force. It is important to realize (but the peace protestors don't) that peace cannot always be obtained merely by wishing for it and chanting slogans. As ironic as it sounds, sometimes you have to fight for it. Unfortunately, Saddam Hussein has made it absolutely necessary to fight. He has turned his back on diplomatic efforts and left no choice.

The justification for sending U.S. forces into combat is not cheap oil. It is not to put the emir of Kuwait back on his throne. It is to stop Saddam Hussein now, so we don't have to do it a few years from now. It's the only way to make sure we can stop Saddam Hussein. The war in the Persian Gulf is necessary. Saddam Hussein is a cancer which must be removed from the world. Saddam Hussein is a cancer which must be removed from the world.

The world is before you, and Americans must unite. As American people, we are faced with a delicate situation. We must not forget the men, women, and children of both sides who are giving their lives for peace. We must not forget the lives we are protecting. We must not forget why we are there. We are at war. Our brothers and sisters are fighting for the future sons and daughters of the world.

While we are at home, safely watching the world at war, we must lend our support to those who need it. We must lend our support to the families of those who will die. We must lend support to our children, who will be deadly afraid. We must lend support to our troops, many of whom will die. We must lend our support to our leaders who are under incredible strain facing a nation at war.

Instead of dividing this great nation from within, we must unify it. Our role in the conflict is important. If our troops are going to fight, and they are, we must let them know they are supported at home. People cry out against another "Vietnam." To prevent another Vietnam, our troops need our support, our leaders need our support, and we all need each other.

Kenneth Osgood is in the Freshman Year of Studies.

**Observer editorial exemplifies arrogance**

Dear Editor:
The Jan. 16 Observer editorial about President Bush's letter to college students is a sad display of intolerance and arrogance, particularly the references to Bush's story about S.F.C. Hatfield as an anecdote. An allusion to Bush's story of Hatfield's patriotism (well-ill-founded) as humor belittles the president's sincerity and is an undeserved aspersion on Hatfield.

Despite last semester's Viewpoint letter describing tragic rapes and murders of members of a Kuwaiti family by Iraqi forces and Amnesty International's claims of widespread atrocities, the editorial prefers to talk about such events in Bush's letter as analogies and asks for "fact." Perhaps the editors would have liked videotapes to accompany the president's letter.

Bruce T. Lots Off-campus Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry Jan. 17, 1991

**The Viewpoint page depends on controversy. Write down your thoughts and send them to Viewpoint, P.O. Box Q, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556.**

**DOONESBURY**

**QUOTE OF THE DAY**

'The world is before you, and you need not take it or leave it as it was when you came in.'

James Baldwin
ND seeks cultural visibility, not true cultural diversity

Dear Editor:

In the year 1988-1989, the University of Notre Dame sponsored the Year of Cultural Diversity, an effort to "keep our students informed about to the experiences of African and African-American brothers and sisters on this campus. These experiences are new very much and are extremely beneficial to minority students in learning to understand and cope with our situation as a minority group.

The administration is well committed to educating minority students to the University. It provides a financial aid package that will cover all four years. During a special Minority Recruitment Weekend, there will be seminars and mixers in which we are surrounded by students of color, with similar experiences, values and social outlooks. However, upon our arrival and we discover that the weekend is a misrepresentation of what we actually find at Notre Dame. We discover, in actuality, there are few minority faculty and even fewer with tenure. It is virtually impossible to take a course in African history or any other ethnic history because these courses are all cross-classified and fulfilling competition for enrollment, or in some cases, the classes simply do not exist. No space exists to gather socially, for study, or for non-alcoholic parties. Although we have been provided with a decent financial aid package, we experience stress because we discover that our host for recruitment weekend could not return to school this year because of a decrease in her financial aid package. We are unable to seek immediate aid from the Office of Minority Affairs because the Director has no assistant and is constantly attending one administrative meeting. Her desire for minority students to attend this University stems from the need to have students of color sprinkled on the campus for the sake of federal funds and the Notre Dame image.

Some minority students, when exposed to these issues, seem perplexed. Some actually deny that the problems rest in the hands of the administration because they cannot understand any benefits that the University would receive in keeping us unhappy. My response to these concerns are two-fold. First, the University may not intentionally "keep us unhappy." They simply may not care. The University refuses to recognize the differences in the cultures of the ethnic minority students on campus. It ignores the fact that these differences require the provision of a unique social setting and the presence of individuals who are aware of our unique needs as people of color. Thus, cultural diversity is a facade, along with minority recruitment weekend. Their desire for minority students to attend this University stems from the need to have students of color sprinkled on the campus for the sake of federal funds and the Notre Dame image.

Second, the underlying motivation of the administration is the desire for assimilation on the part of minority students. The University of Notre Dame does not want true cultural diversity! If minority students become more in touch with themselves, they may realize the importance and the need of preserving their own culture. They will express this need, and, inevitably, influence "other" students here at the University. Space to congregate means unity and separation, but separation with knowledge and respect. More minority faculty means broader perspectives. A change in the curriculum to incorporate more of the reality of the myriad contributions made by the other 80 percent of the world's population means disillusionment on the part of many European-American students. God forbid! Truth may be revealed! Reality may actually become a factor in the lives of the future of America.

Can Notre Dame and America afford such change?

Yoanders Knight

Knott Hall

Jan. 18, 1991

Liberating Kuwait through brutal destruction is wrong

Dear Editor:

We're writing in response to the United States' offensive military strike on Iraq. We feel that this use of mass destruction is an inappropriate solution to the problem of Iraq's invasion of Kuwait. As evidence, we believe that the Congressional vote, a significant fraction of the American people felt the same.

In view of the attack, we are tempted to congratulate ourselves and our country for a job well done. In doing so, we risk losing sight of some of the major issues. As concerns for the safety of the American servicemen stationed in the Middle East are assumed, we might easily forget the moral implications—and political consequences—of our actions.

The question is: Were the options which we considered unacceptable last week even viable by their implementation Wednesday? If the President Bush, "It's black and white...Right vs. wrong." When applying such criteria to complex situations, we should consider: separately: offense, response and consequence. Neither the atrocities committed against Kuwait, nor the success of Operation Desert Storm, has any bearing on the morality of such a military response.

The use of massive violence to reach one's objectives is wrong. Saddam Hussein's violent seizure of Kuwait is wrong. Soviet military repression in the Baltic states is wrong. Our use of "brutal aggression" to liberate Kuwait is also wrong.

When will our leaders learn that we will never achieve a lasting New World Order until we leave behind the methods of the old?

Matthew Borkowski
Kevin Degnan
Off-campus

Jan. 16, 1991
"Evening Shade": A Monday night must come from the interplay of the program's characters.

The dialogue of "Evening Shade" is very funny and quite rapid. When Reynold's character cooks a horrible meal for his wife and family, she is humorously unsympathetic. "You can't cook, but you sure are sexy," Reynold's character responds in his typical manner, dry and sarcastic. "If you want to emasculate me, why don't you go all the way?" says Wood as he hands his wife a knife.

The humorous dialogue continues throughout the episode, and while Henner's character is constantly smiling, Reynolds never smiles. The pair make a great comic team. Reynold's work with his own character creates the perfect and typical sit-com ending, the viewer will find the experience very funny.

If these two characters are not humorous enough for the barbershop viewers, "Evening Shade" is filled with the odd characters that create the humor of such a small town. A sex pot and a man who uses imported animal urine to treat his baldness are both characters who make regular appearances.

If the plot on which this review focuses seems weak, "Evening Shade" dabbles in more bizarre subjects. In an episode which aired over Christmas break, new neighbors attempted to convince the Newton's to join in their bizarre sexual adventures. Needless to say, they did not oblige their neighbors, but the Newton's miked the situation for all the tasteful humor they could.

Burt Reynolds is often quoted, and with the help of Marliu Henner, I feel that his return is very successful. Of all the new programs of the fall, only two have reached the same high ratings as "Evening Shade." This episode does succeed but not based on its originality. "Evening Shade"'s success comes from the interplay of the program's characters.

ACCENT

Snite Presents 'A Day of Women'

By BETH KESSLER

Accent Writer

Diana Matthias, tour coordinator at the Snite, Matthias addresses different interests. The women participating are from different age groups and will address various issues through discussion, performance and lecture. Matthias thought it especially important that the program involve people from the local community as well as Notre Dame. Some women are professors at Indiana University, South Bend, some are business residents of South Bend, and others are connected with Notre Dame.

Matthias hopes to stimulate a dialogue between academics and the community, feeling that too frequently at university events it is just academics talking to other academics. She predicts that this dialogue will be most prevalent in the panel discussion scheduled for 1:00 p.m. featuring women in different fields. The panel includes several Notre Dame professors, a student, a doctor practicing in South Bend, and a journalist. All are women.

The first event of the day will be a lecture with slides presented by Susan Hood, entitled "Images of Women in Art." Hood is an assistant professor of art history at the University of Indiana at South Bend. She works in watercolors and was primarily a landscape artist until she moved to Indiana six years ago. Her focus is now more on individual elements of the landscape, such as flowers.

Hood's presentations will begin with a brief history of women artists. She states it is "a history that is based on historical fact, but a history which provides a path for contemporary women." She will also discuss the many images of women that have been represented in Western art and compare them to more modern images of women in art.

Later in the day museum tours of the Snite, on a similar theme of images of women and images by women, will be given. The tours will be divided into five sections: African, Indian, Renaissance and 17th Century and portraits. Most of the artwork was done by men, not women, to rewrite the role of women in society during the respective time periods. Tour guides will focus on different views of women as shown in the art.

Another presentation of a lecture with slides is scheduled for eleven o'clock. It will involve three female professors from Notre Dame. The theme is women in the media and workplace.

Teresa Ghilarducci, an assistant professor of economics, will discuss women and consumerism. The question of why women are more prone to medical problems of shopping addiction will be addressed. Ghilarducci believes there is a strong connection between such problems and the gender roles society gives to women.

Ava Collins, an adjunct instructor of communication and theatre, will also talk about gender roles when she analyzes the popular movie, "Pretty Woman." She feels this is a concrete example of how women are presented by the media. It is an especially important film because of its popularity, particularly among women. Hilary A. Radner, an assistant professor of communication and theatre will also present a related topic.

Sponsored by The Year of Women, The Alice Tully Endowment for the Fine and Performing Arts, The Program in Contemporary Studies, and the Friends of the Snite Museum, "A Day of Women" addresses many different aspects of the role of women in society. Women, who attend those who attend these lectures on women, if they attend a better understanding of how women have reached the positions in society they now hold.
NEW YORK (AP) — As Iraq launched what appeared to be a missile attack on a major U.S. military base in Saudi Arabia on Sunday, NBC stuck with the N.F.L.

Although it showed several shots of reports in the first and second quarters, NBC didn't go to a detailed report of the breaking story until halftime of the Raiders-Chargers game on Sunday. NBC showed the Associated Press video of the strike.

When Bob Knight speaks, the men's basketball coach is listened to. When he speaks emphatically, the Iraqis know he's talking about them. When Bob Knight says he's coming to town and he's in the studio, the news networks know they're going to talk about them.

Iowa State, which plays at Indiana Monday night, is a 10-point favorite. "I think you can see that Indiana is not a fluke," Iowa coach Tom Davis said. "They're a really strong ballclub. The second half were they outstanding in their execution." As for his own team, Davis noted, "We've got a lot to learn.

Iowa had considered itself a surprise contender in the Big Ten. They're a half-game behind Ohio State, which plays at Indiana Monday night. (13-5 and 2-4) lost the third straight game and had an 11-game winning streak broken.

"I think you can see that

Indiana's coach Bob Knight gives star pupil Calbert Cheaney some friendly advice. Cheaney had 50 pts, for the Hoosiers against Iowa.

War in the Middle East breaks into football coverage

IOWA CITY, Iowa (AP) — When Bob Knight speaks, the Iowa Hawkeyes jump. In the first half of Saturday night's game at Iowa, Iowa State scored 41-3. Davis' team was up 41-3 at the end of the first quarter. When the Hawkeyes have a tough stretch of games coming up. After an 11-year break, Iowa plays at Illinois and Purdue, meets Northwestern at home, then Massachusetts State and Michigan.

"The reality is, we just weren't up to it," Davis said. "But I think they'll be fine. The team, I think of some of them started reading their press

clippings a little bit and let up a little.

Leaving up a little against Indiana is fatal, especially when the Hoosiers have a player like Calbert Cheaney. The smooth 6-foot-6 sophomore hit seven of eight shots in the second half and finished with 30 points.

Cheaney got five of those points in the first 90-Indiana run that opened a 54-4 lead early in the second half. The Hawkeyes never recovered and lost that game.

Iowa went on to outscore the Hawkeyes 30-10 for a 72-55 win, and the Hawkeyes were ahead by as many as 26 points late.

"I started out flat the second half and we got on a roll," Iowa's Rodell Davis said. "It was tough to stop them because they're a great team."

Eric Anderson added 14 points for Indiana, Damon Battle scored 11 and Lyndon Bailey scored 10. A Phi Earl led Iowa with 18 points, Val Barnes scored 15 and Davis had 14.

American Black Achievement Foundation, a national not-for-profit organization, published a study titled "The Devil's Deceit: Racism in Media, Business, and Government" in January 2010. The study found that the media's portrayal of African Americans was negatively biased and that African Americans were often portrayed as criminals, drug dealers, and welfare recipients.

On the plus side, the study found that African Americans were frequently portrayed as successful business owners, educators, and community leaders. The study also found that African Americans were often portrayed as role models for young people, and that African Americans were often portrayed as having a strong work ethic.

The study concluded that the media's portrayal of African Americans was generally negative, but that there were a few exceptions to this trend. The study recommended that the media should strive to portray African Americans more positively, and that the media should make an effort to hire more African American journalists and editors.

The study's recommendations included:

1. The media should strive to portray African Americans more positively, and that the media should make an effort to hire more African American journalists and editors.

2. The media should strive to portray African Americans more positively, and that the media should make an effort to hire more African American journalists and editors.

3. The media should strive to portray African Americans more positively, and that the media should make an effort to hire more African American journalists and editors.

4. The media should strive to portray African Americans more positively, and that the media should make an effort to hire more African American journalists and editors.

5. The media should strive to portray African Americans more positively, and that the media should make an effort to hire more African American journalists and editors.

6. The media should strive to portray African Americans more positively, and that the media should make an effort to hire more African American journalists and editors.

7. The media should strive to portray African Americans more positively, and that the media should make an effort to hire more African American journalists and editors.

8. The media should strive to portray African Americans more positively, and that the media should make an effort to hire more African American journalists and editors.

9. The media should strive to portray African Americans more positively, and that the media should make an effort to hire more African American journalists and editors.

10. The media should strive to portray African Americans more positively, and that the media should make an effort to hire more African American journalists and editors.
Thinking of doing thinking about doing it for thinking of doing it for a year of service? What about doing it for a year of service? Thinking of doing a year of service? interested in exploring the possibility of a lifetime of service as a Holy Cross priest or brother. Scholarship assistance is available.

Call or write for information:
Fr. John Conley, C.S.C
Box 541
Notre Dame, Indiana 46556
(219) 239-6383

NEW ENGLAND CONFERENCE
Boston 29 8 .784 6-4 Lost 3 19-3 10-5 19-6
Atlanta 23 15 .605 4-8-2 Won 4 15-6 8-9 13-14
Detroit 27 12 .692 1/2 9-1 Lost 1 16-1 11-11 18-5

NBA STANDINGS
Scoreboard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EASTERN CONFERENCE</th>
<th>Western Conference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boston 29 8 .784 6-4 Lost 3 19-3 10-5 19-6</td>
<td>Los Angeles Lakers 26 15 6 .607 7-2 1 8-12 3-7 14-11-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta 23 15 .605 4-8-2 Won 4 15-6 8-9 13-14</td>
<td>Houston Rockets 27 14 0 1 1-15 1 7-16 0-13 1-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit 27 12 .692 1/2 9-1 Lost 1 16-1 11-11 18-5</td>
<td>Chicago Bulls 25 13 6 .643 0-0 1 5-15 3-15 4-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia 22 16 .565 0-0 1 5-15 3-15 4-12</td>
<td>New York Knicks 19 12 5 .613 0-0 1 5-15 3-15 4-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York 17 21 .455 0-0 1 5-15 3-15 4-12</td>
<td>Milwaukee Bucks 17 21 .455 0-0 1 5-15 3-15 4-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago 17 21 .455 0-0 1 5-15 3-15 4-12</td>
<td>Indiana Pacers 17 21 .455 0-0 1 5-15 3-15 4-12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SPORTS NEWS

Athlete of the Week: Utah Valley’s Taylor Goodwin has scored 14 goals this season to lead the Wolverines to a 9-0 record. Goodwin was the MVP of the Mountain West Conference tournament and is currently ranked fourth in the nation in goals scored.

College Basketball: The University of North Carolina-Charlotte men’s basketball team is ranked No. 1 in the nation. The team is currently on a 15-game winning streak and has not lost a game since November.

Professional Soccer: The Los Angeles Galaxy is currently at the top of the Western Conference standings with a 12-2-2 record. They are leading the league in goals scored and have the best goal differential.

THE HOLY CROSS CANDIDATE YEAR?

A year of service? What about doing it for a year of service? Thinking of doing a year of service? interested in exploring the possibility of a lifetime of service as a Holy Cross priest or brother. Scholarship assistance is available.

Call or write for information:
Fr. John Conley, C.S.C
Box 541
Notre Dame, Indiana 46556
(219) 239-6383
Divers help men win a close meet

By BECKY WOOD
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame men’s swim team pulled out a close meet against Northern Illinois on Saturday 152-148. Team depth paid off for an Irish squad that only won seven events to the Huskies’ nine.

Freshman freestyler David Nahee and diver Sean Hyer were the only double winners, Nahee in the 100 and 200 freestyles and Hyer in the 1 and 3-meter diving events.

Tom Whoell, John Godfrey and Ed Broderick claimed the other Irish firsts. Whoell won freestyles and Hyer in the 1 and 200 backstroke, and Broderick the 3-meter diving events.

But the first places were not all the points the Irish needed. Junior diver Pat Dugan outscored a Huskie diver by less than one point to claim fourth place. Dugan’s points enabled the Irish to win the meet without winning the last event—the 200 freestyle relay which, in fact, they didn’t win.

Senior co-captains Jim Byrne, Paul Godfrey, and Brian Rini all swam excellent meets. Byrne in the 200 backstroke and 200 i.m. and Godfrey in the 500 freestyle. Rini’s impressive 200 butterfly time of 1:53.73 missed first by .1 second.

Across the board the men’s team raced much better than a week ago when a road weary squad competed against Ohio State. Greg Cornick, Collin Cacley and Jim Birnham claimed seconds in other swimming events this week.

The Irish prepare for a road trip to Cleveland State and St. Bonaventure. Coach Tim Welsh noted that Cleveland State has improved but the Irish should have more depth. As for the Bonnies, “the last four meets have been won by the home team—they’ll certainly be ready for us, I hope we’ll be ready for them.”

The Notre Dame women’s swim team rebounded from last Saturday’s losses to Ohio State and Minnesota by defeating Northern Illinois 172-122 this weekend.

A much refreshed Irish squad dominated the waves over the Huskies. The Irish now have won two consecutive meets against the Huskies after losing the first five meets in the series.

Coach Tim Welsh commended the seniors for racing extremely well and filling the gaps left by the absence of five Irish swimmers who were unable to race due to injury or illness.

Senior Christy Moston, co-captain Tracie O’Connell, Shana Stevens and Alicia Feehery began the Irish point accumulation on the first place 400-yard medley relay team, 4:06.49.

Moston took strong second places with three impressive swims in the 200 butterfly, 200 backstroke and 200 individual medley. Senior Callie Bolatino and O’Connell placed first and second, respectively, in the 100 breaststroke, while seniors Jean Kelly, Amy Tri, Chrissy Ciletti and Kathleen McKinney all scored Irish points.

The senior performances rubbed off on the younger members of the squad, as Tanya Williams (500 and 1000 freestyles and the 200 fly), Alicia Feehery (100 and 200 freestyles), Kristin Heath (200 i.m.), Jonny Kipp (1-meter diving) and Stevens (100 backstroke) accumulated eight firsts.

Welsh noted a “significant improvement” in the team from last weekend and feels Saturday’s meet was excellent race preparation for the upcoming away meets this Friday and Saturday.

“Cleveland State has improved,” Welsh forecasted, “but the Irish should have more depth. St. Bonaventure is the most improved team on our schedule, perhaps a toss-up meeting.”

ATTENTION JUNIORS
Come find out about Summer Internship Opportunities At The Travelers:

- Actuarial Science
- Information Systems
- Finance

SUMMER JOB FAIR
Wednesday, January 23, 1991
Monogram Room, JACC
1:00-5:00 p.m.

- Please bring a resume and transcript.
- Interviews to be held January 24, 1991.
- All positions will be located in Hartford, Connecticut.

The Main Laundermat
1518 North Main Street
Mishawaka
259-6322

Hours: 7:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. - 7 days a week
Clean, Friendly, Convenient
WASHERS ONLY 85c
Mon. + Fn.: FREE Tide in every wash
Every Day : Drop-off: $0.40 per pound
Thursday: Tanning: $3.00 per session

HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY
JEFF BAKER!

BOOK SALE
TODAY THROUGH WEDNESDAY
COME GET YOUR BOOKS CHEAP
AT THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT
BOOK SALE FROM 3-6p.m.
3rd FLOOR OF HAGGAR

SOPHOMORE PICTURE NIGHT
GET YOUR PICTURE TAKEN FOR THE PARENT WEEKEND VIDEO
IN HAGGAR PARLOR JANUARY 24 FROM 7-9p.m.
BRING A GROUP AND MAKE IT FUN

STUDENT ACTIVITIES NIGHT II
January 30th from 7:30-9:30p.m. in Haggar Parlor

BY BECKY WOOD
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame women’s swim team rebounded from last Saturday’s losses to Ohio State and Minnesota by defeating Northern Illinois 172-122 this weekend.

A much refreshed Irish squad dominated the waves over the Huskies. The Irish now have won two consecutive meets against the Huskies after losing the first five meets in the series.

Coach Tim Welsh commended the seniors for racing extremely well and filling the gaps left by the absence of five Irish swimmers who were unable to race due to injury or illness.

Senior Christy Moston, co-captain Tracie O’Connell, Shana Stevens and Alicia Feehery began the Irish point accumulation on the first place 400-yard medley relay team, 4:06.49.

Moston took strong second places with three impressive swims in the 200 butterfly, 200 backstroke and 200 individual medley. Senior Callie Bolatino and O’Connell placed first and second, respectively, in the 100 breaststroke, while seniors Jean Kelly, Amy Tri, Chrissy Ciletti and Kathleen McKinney all scored Irish points.

The senior performances rubbed off on the younger members of the squad, as Tanya Williams (500 and 1000 freestyles and the 200 fly), Alicia Feehery (100 and 200 freestyles), Kristin Heath (200 i.m.), Jonny Kipp (1-meter diving) and Stevens (100 backstroke) accumulated eight firsts.

Welsh noted a “significant improvement” in the team from last weekend and feels Saturday’s meet was excellent race preparation for the upcoming away meets this Friday and Saturday.

“Cleveland State has improved,” Welsh forecasted, “but the Irish should have more depth. St. Bonaventure is the most improved team on our schedule, perhaps a toss-up meeting.”
Hoops
continued from page 20

ng to have problems scoring.”

The adjustment process con-
tinues tonight against a Dayton
team vastly improved from last
year. The Flyers are 8-6 on the
year following an 86-74 loss to
Evansville Saturday, their first
conference loss in four games.

Dayton has a balanced attack
led by forward Lisa Green (14.0
ppg, 5.6 rpg). The Flyers, living
up to their name, play an up-
tempo style, pressing (11.9
steals per game) and shooting
lots of threes (30-105, .286 for
the year).

Dayton, however, shoots only
40.0 percent from the field, and
turns the ball over 21.3 times
per game.

“Defense is the key to the
game,” McGraw said. “We've
just got to play good defense,
not give up any threes,
and pressure the ball, and handle
the ball over 21.3 times
per game.

This will be Notre Dame’s first
game in front of the student
body in a month, and McGraw
hopes for a large turnout to
give the weary Irish a huge lift.

Giants
continued from page 20

He found it for them when he
found the ball popping out of
Craig's grasp.

After the recovery, Jeff
Hostetler, who completed 15
of 27 for 176 yards, hit tight end
Mark Bavaro for 19 yards to the
San Francisco 38 at the 2-
minute warning.

Ottis Anderson lost 4 yards on
a sweep, Hostetler hit Stephen
Baker for 13 yards on the right
flat and New York took time-
cut.

Three running plays gained 5
yards, and Bahr, who was
questionable earlier in the week
because of a neck injury, put
the ball inside the lower left
corner as time ran out.

The Giants ran onto the field
and the crowd of 65,750 — the
second-largest in 49ers history
— sat stunned as the dreams of
“three-peat” ended.

The Giants missed the playoffs
two straight years after win-
sing the Super Bowl in 1987
and were knocked out in the
first round last year.

“Just like MacArthur, we said,
“We're coming back,' and we
are,” Taylor had promised.

Indeed, the Giants (15-3) be-
came only the second team in a
decade to win the NFC title on
the road. The other was the
49ers in Chicago two years ago.

The Giants had to do it with-
out their starting quarterback,
Phil Simms, who has been out
five weeks with a foot injury,
and they almost had to do it
without their backup when
Hostetler was knocked out
briefly early in the fourth quar-
ter with a knee injury.

“They kept on telling me I
can't,” Hostetler said, “but
we’re going to the Super Bowl.”

It was a bitter loss for the
49ers, who were aiming for a
record fifth Super Bowl cham-
ionship.

“This is a loss that will linger
for a while,” said 49ers coach
George Seifert.

Montana, who finished 18-for-
26 for 191 yards, was knocked
out of the game with 9:41 left
when he was hit from behind by
He was on the ground for sev-
eral minutes and appeared
dazed after being helped to the
bench, where a trainer quoted
him as saying, “Everything
hurts.” Team spokesman Jerry
Walker said later Montana
would have been unable to play
in the Super Bowl had the 49ers
won.
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Lecture

REV. J. BRYAN HEHIR
Counselor for Social Policy,
United States Catholic
Conference

"THE ROLE OF THE JUST WAR
IN THE PERSIAN GULF CRISIS"

4:00 p.m.- Hesburgh Library
Auditorium

Everyone Welcome

INSTITUTE FOR
INTERNATIONAL
PEACE STUDIES
UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
Bills
continued from page 20
no-huddle attack and the shortpass.
Thomas ran over, around and
to the Raiders in 1989, was catching
the no-huddle for a long time, "I don't think they were really
preparing. We've been running
up 17-for-23 for 300 yards, "we
think 51-3." 

TD passes of 13 and 8 yards
including myself, in their
touchdown on a 12-yard run,
wind — weather was no factor
don't think they were really
doing damage to the usually
supporting troops in the
Persian Gulf waving in the light
The Raiders showed no signs of
The Bills' first championship
It was the Bills' first championshi­

Thomas said. "They didn't pre­
pare for it until we got deep
down in their territory and they
called timeout." 

The only time Thomas wasn't
in their game. We're going to
work in the 1966 and 1988 confer­
ence championship games.

In the 1966 and 1988 confer­
ence championship games.

The Bills piled up 503 total
yards. 

rover, "Jim Kelly said of
rushing, Five receptions for 61
half. He finished with 138 yards
he led the NFL in total yardage
he will produce."

A short course on
German unification
outstanding in a Sun­
day study trip to Berlin.

Westend encounters:
Normandy, Champagne,
Loire Valley chateaux,
and Germany.

Send for our 1991 Summer Program Brochure:
The American University of Paris
Summer Programs U.S. Office
80 East 116th Street, Suite 434
New York, New York 10028
Tel. (212) 477-4112 Fax. (212) 419-5326
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Friday, January 26, 1991

SPRINT ACCOMPLISHED

Jeff Burgfeldt's 3rd Annual
Spring Break Party

Option I: Daytona Beach
$179 Base Price
(+95, Bus Transportation
$274.00

Option II: South Padre Island
$239 Base Price
(+120, Bus Transportation
$359.00

Trip Includes:
* Eight Days/Seven Nights on the Daytona
  Beach Resort or on South Padre Island
* Free pool deck parties with refreshments
* All taxes and tips
* Optional side excursions

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND SIGN UP:
Wed., Jan. 30
Montgomery Theater
LaFortune
Option I: 7 p.m.
Option II: 8 p.m.
284-5087

Sponsored by Campus Marketing

SUMMER PROGRAM 1991
Interession: May 27 - June 14
Summer Session: June 17 - July 26

A More than 80 regular offerings from the
University's liberal arts curriculum
A Three-week French
language immersion program, featuring
culture walking tours and conversation

**USC's Marinovich nailed with cocaine**

NEWPORT BEACH, Calif. (AP) — Southern Cal's Todd Marinovich, one of the nation's top college quarterbacks, was arrested Sunday for investigation of cocaine possession. Marinovich, 21, was carrying about a gram of the drug when he was arrested at 4:15 a.m. while walking down a street in this coastal city 40 miles south of Los Angeles, police spokesman Mike McDonough said.

He was booked and released at 11:10 a.m. on his own recognizance pending an arraignment at Harbor Municipal Court, McDonough said. Marinovich was kicked off the Southern Cal team on Jan. 11 for missing a mandatory practice at 11:10 a.m. on his own recognizance pending an arraignment at Harbor Municipal Court.

There has been widespread speculation that the sophomore will enter the NFL draft. A player wishing to enter the draft must notify the NFL by Feb. 1.

"I was shocked to hear this news," Southern California coach Larry Smith said. "I haven't talked to Todd yet, but I'm trying to get a hold of him. We really feel badly for Todd and his family. A week ago Todd was suspended indefinitely from our football program, but that suspension was not related to this problem. Marinovich was suspended for one week during the season for cutting class, but started 11 of 13 games for Southern Cal. The Trojans won 8-6-1 and finished 20th in the Final Associated Press poll.

Marinovich got into a shooting match with Smith after being replaced by Shane Foley in the fourth quarter of Southern Cal's 17-16 loss to Michigan State.

Smith said that "USC has a very strong drug testing program for all of its athletes, and in the time I've been here, it has worked very effectively." Marinovich had an erratic sophomore season after an impressive freshmen year in which he led the Trojans to the Pac-10 title and a Rose Bowl victory over Michigan.

He completed 19 of 322 passes for 2,423 yards and 13 touchdowns last season, but had sub-par performances in losses to Washington, Arizona, Notre Dame and Michigan State.

**Roger Clemens arrested in a Houston nightclub**

HOUSTON (AP) — Roger Clemens' agent says the incident that led to the arrest of the two-time Cy Young Award winner at a Houston nightclub was "an unfortunate misunderstanding."

Clemens, 28, and his 39-year-old brother, Gary, each remained free on $2,000 bond Sunday after being arrested for aggravated assault on a police officer during a Saturday morning disturbance at the Bayou Mama's nightclub.

The pair had a preliminary court hearing Sunday in 232nd State District Court. Harris County assistant district attorney Henry Lawrence said if convicted of the third-degree felony charge, the brothers face two to 10 years in prison and a fine of up to $10,000.

Houston police spokesman Lawrence said if convicted of the third-degree felony charge, the brothers face two to 10 years in prison and a fine of up to $10,000.

**Trail Blazers down Bucks, 116-112**

PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) — Terry Porter scored nine points in the final 3:14 including two game-clinching free throws with six seconds to play, as the Portland Trail Blazers came from nine points down in the final 7 1/2 minutes to beat the Milwaukee Bucks 116-112 Sunday night.

Porter, who struggled offering only nine points of the game, hit a 3-pointer with 3:14 to go, added a driving layup with 43 seconds remaining, then sank four straight free throws to preserve Portland's fourth straight win.

Danny Ainge and Cliff Robinson also played prominent roles in the final minutes in the Blazers' rally.

The Bucks, playing without super-sub Ricky Pierce, trailed by as many as 21 points early in the second quarter. But Milwaukee scored 41 points, 16 by Jay Humphries, in the third period to take an 87-77 lead entering the final quarter and led 98-99 on Alvin Robertson's 6-footer with 7:25 to play.

The Blazers then used a 14-4 run to catch Milwaukee, with Porter's 3-pointer from the corner giving Portland a 103-102 lead with 3:14 to go. Robertson's inside basket gave the Bucks their final lead at 104-103 with 2:45 left.

Two free throws by Kevin Duckworth, who led the Blazers with 21 points, put Portland ahead for good at 105-104 with 2:07 to play. Ainge added a 3-pointer with 1:36 left to make it 108-104.

After Jack Sikma sank a free throw with 1:31 to play, Porter put Portland ahead 110-105 on a driving layup with 43 seconds remaining.

**THE GULF WAR**

A series of evening seminars on the war and related issues

Monday, January 21, 8:00 pm. - The Draft, Military Service and Conscientious Objection

A Personal Account of Anti-war Dissent within the Military - David Cowright, Visiting Fellow at the Institute for International Peace Studies

Legalities and Procedures of Conscientious Objection - Margaret Garvey, Conscientious Objection Counselor

Tuesday, January 22, 7:30 pm. - History, Culture and Human Rights

Historical and Cultural Aspects of the Crisis - Rev. Dr. P. Gaffney, Professor of Anthropology and Middle East Specialist

An Arab Perspective on the Gulf War and the Palestinian Question - Prof. Ghada Talhami, Lakeland College, Illinois

Human Rights Concerns - Kelly Reuba, Campus Coordinator of Amnesty International

Wednesday, January 23, 7:30 pm. - The Gulf War: Where Do We Go From Here?

Prof. Alan Dowty, Prof. of Government and Middle East Specialist

Prof. Robert Johansen, Senior Faculty Fellow of the Institute for International Peace Studies

Thursday, January 24, 7:30 pm - Energy and Economic Recuperations of the War

The War's Effects on the U.S. Economy and World Oil Markets - Prof. Jurgen Brauer, of Economics at St. Mary's College

The History of U.S. Dependence on Oil and Alternative Energy Policies - Prof. Joe Miller, of Psychology, St. Mary's College

All events will be held at the Hesburgh Library Auditorium. Admission is free. All are welcome.

Organized by the Gulf Crisis Action Group

Co-sponsored by the Graduate Student Union, Campus Ministry, the Center for Social Concerns and the Institute for International Peace Studies
Tuesday

MENUS

Notre Dame
Pot Roast a la Mode
Grilled Pollack
Cheese Ravioli
Cheese Rolls

Saint Mary's
French Dip Sandwich
Baked Pork Cutlet w/Gravy
Eggplant Parmesan
Deli Bar

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

ACROSS
1  Lyric poets
6  Bill Badders
10  Summer quaffs
14  Customary
15  Use an auger
16  Hayloft's location
17  Horned animal, for short
18  Where Kuwait is
19  Kazan
20  Start over
21  Alarming
23  Watering place
25  Pseudor butter
26  Secreted
29  Hot spot
31  Abstrain
36  Pindaric work

CROSSWORD

1  Hamilton's killer
2  Wimbledon winner, 1975
3  Hayloft's location
4  Wounded
5  Doctor Down with Fr.
10  Graven images
11  Brush with
12  The old sod
13  Hamlet's
tardy
15  Melting-watch
16  Joke
17  Burned
18  Captain's record
19  Mortal
20  Fourth person
21  Statue to be
22  Grudge
23  God of love
24  Hebrew
25  Gravel
26  Nod
27  T应付
28  Admit: 1939
29  Swiss
30  Building

DOWN

1  Old sod
2  Watering place
3  Artist Cariou
4  Formerly
5  Actor Cariou
6  بم
7  Sweeten
8  Aintree
9  Alarming
10  Where Jordan is
11  Gravel
12  Stone and Iron
13  Lyric poets
14  Impressive
15  System
16  Impressed
17  Stone and Iron
18  Hot spot
19  Impressed
20  Stone and Iron
21  God of love
22  Famous
23  Impressed
24  God of love

Answers to any three clues in this puzzle are available by touch-tone phone: 1-900-450-6656 (75c each minute).

CALVIN AND HOBBES
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**Irish women's basketball defeats Marquette 91-73**

Return from the road with a 30-game MCC win streak.

By RENEE FERRAN

Sports Writer

After nearly three weeks away from home, the 22nd-ranked Notre Dame women's basketball team returned to the friendly confines of the Joyce ACC tonight at 7:30 p.m. against the Dayton Flyers.

Krisi Davis scored 15 of her game-high 22 points in the second half to spark the Notre Dame attack. Davis has been bothered by a knee injury aggravated in the DePaul game, but while her playing time has been reduced, her importance to the team has not diminished.

"She's someone that we need to have in the game for her scoring on the block," Irish head coach Muffett McGraw said. "She's such a consistent person to have in the game." Notre Dame shot only 42.9 percent in the first half as they struggled to find a shooting groove—Karen Robinson, for one, went 3-11 and Margaret Nowlin 2-6—but the Irish still led 39-36 at the half.

McGraw started Andrea Alexander over Coquese Washington against Marquette to counter the Warriors' height advantage, but despite Alexander's six rebounds, Marquette outrebounded Notre Dame, 42-33. The freshman's performance, however, did not disappoint McGraw.

"We're trying to find somebody to take Comalta (Baysbert's spot on defense," she said. "And Andrea's been playing good defense in practice, and we needed somebody who could rebound, and she did a good job." After Marquette pulled within two, 40-38, with 18.09 left in the game, Notre Dame went on an 8-5 run, led by Nowlin and Davis scoring six points apiece, to go up 58-43.

After the Warriors took a timeout, they appeared to right themselves, scoring six straight to get within nine with 11:10 remaining, but then the Irish put the game away. Sparked by excellent guard play from Robinson and Laura Liebacher, Notre Dame went on a 19-2 run to lead 77-51 with seven minutes left.

Robinson recovered her shooting stroke in the second half, hitting six-for-six to end up with 19 points and five assists. Liebacher added 18, and Nowlin 14. For Marquette, Tammy Shan scored 17 points, and Ellen Nowak had 16 points and 10 rebounds.

McGraw was pleased with how the Irish compensated for the loss of the four players.

"I thought we adjusted very well," McGraw said. "Offensively, we didn't miss a beat... I think Kristin Knapp and Sherry筠sky are going to contribute a lot on the offensive end, so I don't think we're going..."

Irish forward Krisi Davis was a key in Notre Dame's 91-73 defeat of Marquette, leading the Irish with 22 points.

**It's a New York Super Bowl as Giants and Bills both win**

Last-second field goal ends 49ers' three-peat dreams.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -- Lawrence Taylor promised the New York Giants they would find a way to finally beat the San Francisco 49ers. And he did it.

Taylor, the Giants' superstar linebacker and undisputed leader, recovered a fumble by Roger Craig to set up Matt Bahr's fifth field goal of the game, and kicked the winning kick with just under two minutes left. The Giants won 38-34 Monday night for a 1-0 record.

"We were outworked (in the second period). That was kind of frustrating," said Schaefer.

Although disappointed by the loss, Schaefer credited the Lake Forest hockey club with helping the team improve.